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Abstract :  This paper brings an analytical study to show that how the genre of female writers’ works has brought a vicissitude in 

English literature. The academic restraint of Women's Writing as a diverse area of literary studies is stationed on the notion that 

the acquaintance of women, historically, has been fabricated by their gender, and so women writers by interpretation are a group 

worthy of abstracted study. It is not an inquisition of the subject matter or political deportment of a peculiar author, but of her 

gender, i.e. her topography as a woman within the literary terrene. Women's writing, as a diverse area of literary studies and 

practice, is perceived peculiarly by this paper. Women's writing as sphere of study has been fostering since the 1970s. The 

preponderance of English literature programmes overture courses on unequivocal facet of literature by women, and women's 

writing is conventionally mediated an area of forte in its own right. The paper has gone through different female writers’ works 

and knocked off the genre of female writers and the coup brought by these works. 

 

 

Index Terms - Academic restraint, Unequivocal facet, Political deportment, Conventionally mediated, Genre of female 

writers 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper brings a perception of female writers’ writing. It is notified that female writers elevate to choose grammatical terms 

that invoke personal relationships. Female writers adopt interactive style so that a bridge can be assembled between writer and the 

reader. On the other hand men gravitate to use numbers, adjectives and determiners. When it comes to funnel some precise 

information women are more successful than men. This is also notified that these dissimilar writing can be a result of different 

environment in which they brought-up. Female writers get connected with the story and the characters very fast as compared to 

male writers. These styles could be different also because of the expectations that society cache towards male and female writers. 

This paper brings a concentrated study of few top enlisted female writers across the globe. 

Jane Austen :- 

Jane Austen, an English novelist was born on December 16, 1775 and died on July 18, 1817. She is well acknowledged for her  

novels and the writing genre she had. She drafted her novels based on the credence of women on marriage. In the quest of 

approving social standing and economic security. Her works slam the novels of sensibility of the second half of the 18 th century 

and are part of the upheaval to 19th century literary realism. She won exaltation among critics by biting irony, along with her 

assay with realism and social commentary. She racked-up success as a published writer by the publications of  Sense and 

Sensibility in 1811, Pride and Prejudice in 1813, Mansfield Park in 1814 and Emma in 1816. Afterwards she set forth two 

additional novels Northanger and Persuasion which were published in 1818. She died before the completion of her next novel 

Sanditon. She also drafted three volumes of juvenile in manuscript.   

Her literary style counts on a amalgamation of parody, burlesque, irony, free indirect speech and a degree of realism. She used 

parody and burlesque for comic effect. She protracted her critique by highlighting social hypocrisy through irony. She formulated 

an ironic tone through free indirect speech in which the thoughts and words of the characters mix with the voice of narrator. Her 

characters had psychological profundity and portrayed realism through her characters and the situations in which the characters 

fell. Austen did not have only comedies or country house novels or realism but also the components of fairy tale. These had 

limited narration, more scenic delineation and much more dialogue than the other primeval written novels. She carved a 

distinctive and subtly designed voice for each character. Her plots were radically about education, her female characters came to 

recognize themselves and their transaction more clearly and metamorphose better, more moral people. Throughout her novels 

austere reading was bracketed with intellectual and moral development. In her works it was heeded that some female characters 

take charge of their own worlds while others are cramped physically and spiritually. In her works she scrutinized the precarious 

economic situation in which women of 18th and 19th centuries endowed themselves. 

 

Virginia Woolf :-  

Adeline Virginia Woolf was born on January 25, 1882 and died on March 28, 1941. She was an English writer who was well 

admitted for the use of stream of apprehension as a narrative device. Virginia succumbed her first article in 1890, to a competition 

in Tit-Bits. Although it was jilted, this shipboard romance by the eight-year old, would presage her first novel fifteen years later, 

as were subscriptions to the Hyde Park News, such as the model letter "to show young people the right way to explicit what is in 

their hearts. Virginia Woolf's distinctiveness as a fiction writer have tended to enigmatic her central strength: she is arguably the 

hefty lyrical novelist in the English language. Her novels are highly empirical: a narrative, frequently uneventful and 

commonplace, is perverted—and sometimes almost fluidified—in the characters' receptive consciousness. Fanatical lyricism and 

stylistic virtuosity fuse to coin a world overabundant with auditory and visual impressions. The fervency of Virginia Woolf's 
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poetic vision powers the ordinary, sometimes banal settings—often wartime environments—of most of her novels. She also 

extenuates and lambasts earlier women’s attainment far too much: in the last 100 years we have found a lore of women’s writing 

in all spheres of life, not all their novels were atrocious, her claim for an incandescendant advent to writing is immaterial. Woolf  

is writing disparate decades earlier than the 1970/80s when women’s literature before the 19th century materialize back in print 

and the writing of women in the 19th augmented dramatically. So much she predicates is true of most women until the 19th 

century, still authentic of women in traditional cultures today. There for men to have sex with, give babies to, and comply 

authorities. Stay indoors ample of their lives, or put-up away from larger public world for long radii. The brother and heir hits 

first. Deep remorse over sex shaped up. Reading her writings makes the writer (me) so lamentable for those women and books, 

whose art is still circumvented, stymied, stigmatized, and exult for those who have stuck it out and effectuaued a measure of self-

fulfilment. Many women today can excerpt the daring career, but the treatise manifests amid much push back and at clamorous 

points lack of empathy.  In her lifetime Woolf was strident on many topics that were weighed controversial, some of which are 

now considered revolutionary, others intermittent. She was a vehement feminist at a time when women's rights were hardluy 

recognised, and anti-colonialist, anti-imperialist and a peacemonger when chauvinism was popular. On the other hand, she has 

been criticised for prospects on class and race in her privy writings and published works. Like many of her contemporaries, some 

of her writing is now considered obnoxious. As a result, she is considered polarising, a radical feminist and socialist hero or a 

curator of hate speech. Her works such as A Room of One's Own (1929) and Three Guineas (1938) are frequently directed as 

icons of feminist literature in courses that would be very captious of some of her views embodied elsewhere. She has also been 

the donee of considerable homophobic and misogynist criticism.  

 

Shashi Deshpande:- 

Shashi Deshpande was born on August 19, 1938 in Dharwad, Karnataka (India). She is an conspicuous Indian woman novelist in 

English. She is also one of the most prevailing short story writers in India. She emulates a realistic picture of contemporary 

middle-class woman in her writing. Her novels are stipulated in big towns like Mumbai, Bangalore. Sometimes the town is 

voiced, sometimes it is left to our intelligence. Shashi Deshpande is a very distinguished name in fiction writing in Indian English 

Literature. She has a prodigious narrative technique and style of writing. She expresses the story of her novel using a humdrum 

method of storytelling. She customs the first person narrative which is used to synthesize her story appear more pragmatic or 

more determinative. Novels were penned in such a manner to have a ring of veritableness and enable the readers to look 

immersed into the minds and grounds of the characters. She uses a amalgamation of the first person and the third person narrative 

copulated with flashback devices to lend force and verism to the novel. Her ten novels have a very chimerical and realistic 

narrative technique. Roots and Shadows is one of them. She dodges the simple technique of straightforward narration and bestows 

the flashback method to exert the interest of the reader. Her first person narration grants the author to quest deep into the mind of 

the protagonist, expressing her fears and frustrations. Her mishmash of the first and third person narration technique has been 

criticised. The critics say this type of writing constitutes confusion, but she believes that to have a deep acquaintance between the 

past and present this technique is required and later on she was exalted by reviewers and critics. 

 

 

 

Harper Lee:- 

Nelle Harper Lee was born on April 28, 1926 and died on February 19, 2016, better known by her pen name Harper Lee, was 

an American novelist universally known for To Kill a Mockingbird, published in 1960. Immediately acknowledged, it won the 

1961 Pulitzer Prize and has become a classic of modern American literature. Though Lee had only published this single book, 

in 2007 she was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom for her significant contribution to literature. The most 

distinguished aspect of Harper’s style lies in its discrete narrative point of view. This concedes her first-person narrative to 

pluck adult language and adult insights yet still perpetuate the innocent outlook of a child. The adult perspective also 

computes a measure of hindsight to the tale, allowing for a deeper exploration of events.The narrative revenues in a 

straightforward and linear fashion, only quivering in time when relating past events as background to some present 

manifestation. Harper Lee and Stephen King both personify great writing styles in relation to the six traits of writing in their 

books, Harper Lee chooses to cynosure more on voice in her work by holding the readers’ attention by using great diction in 

To Kill a Mocking Bird, while Stephen King aggrandizes to focus more on idea development from using great and dramatic 

detail that is set in a realistic everyday place in his style of writing. Harper Lee’s writing style mainly dwells of the trait voice 

in her work. Harper Lee’s work is fascinating and engaging, all while holding the readers’ deliberation. You hear the writer’s 

heart and soul being gushed into her work by her great diction in the novel. This conceded the reader to connect to what life 

was like during the setting of the story during the 1930s.  

Emily Dickinson:- 

Emily Dickinson was born on December 10, 1830 and died on May 15, 1886. Throughout her life, she seldom ported her home 

and visitors were few. The people with whom she did come in channel, however, had an colossal impact on her poetry. She was 

particularly blended by the Reverend Charles Wadsworth, whom she first met on a trip to Philadelphia. He left for the West Coast 

shortly after a visit to her home in 1860, and some critics consider his departure gave rise to the dejected flow of verse from 

Dickinson in the years that followed. While it is undoubtful that he was an important figure in her life. By the 1860s, Dickinson 

lived in almost exhaustive isolation from the outside world, but actively continued many correspondences and read widely. While 

Dickinson was a prolific private poet, fewer than a dozen of her nearly 1,800 poems were published during her lifetime. The work 

that was published during her lifetime was usually diversified significantly by the publishers to fit the conventional poetic rules of 

the time. Her poems are exclusive for the era in which she wrote; they contain short lines, typically dearth titles, and often use 

slant rhyme as well as unconventional capitalization and punctuation. Many of her poems pact with themes of death and 
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immortality, two recurring topics in letters to her friends. Dickinson’s poetry was heavily persuaded by the Metaphysical poets of 

seventeenth-century England, as well as her reading of the Book of Revelation and her upbringing in a Puritan New England 

town, which inspirited a Calvinist, orthodox, and conservative approach to Christianity. She commended the poetry of Robert and 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, as well as John Keats. Though she was thwarted from reading the verse of her contemporary Walt 

Whitman by rumours of its ignominiousness, the two poets are now connected by the specified place they hold as the founders of 

a uniquely American poetic voice. While Dickinson was extremely profused as a poet and regularly enclosed poems in letters to 

friends, she was not publicly figured during her lifetime. The first volume of her work was published posthumously in 1890 and 

the last in 1955 and that was the time she got fame. 

Anni Baobei:- 

Anni Baobei was born on 11th July 1974 in Zhejiang, China. A known recluse, bestselling author Anni Baobei’s popularity is 

nevertheless identical to that of the far less publicity shy Han Han. Anni Baobei cuts a enigmatic figure. Baobei is a product of the 

‘post-1980s’ generation of authors who write with unrestraint about the self. As a pioneering online author in the late 1990s, she 

first found stardom on the internet. However, Baobei kept herself well secluded from the public eye. ‘Lotus’ Baobei’s 2006 novel 

which is set in Tibet has hit sales of over a million copies in Mandarin. She adds for herself that she is a pugnacious and that 

reflects through her writing. She is depicted as a writer ahead of her time, Anni reveals attenuate bits of her life and explains the 

spiritual themes in her prose. Anni brought vigour to online writing. She often expunged the subject in the sentence and used 

unconventional punctuation. The iterating theme in Anni’s stories of a sensitive and lovelorn young woman is, expectedly, seen as 

prolongations of the writer’s own personality. Her preeminent character is usually a writer, who listens to Paganini wears 

sneakers without socks, drops by at Starbucks and gets entangled in agonizingly perplexed relationships. Today, however Anni 

would like to be diagnosed with themes that run deeper than the anxieties of disoriented urban youth. When the Chinese were just 

about getting customized with writing on the Web, Anni was already an entrenched online writer.   

 

Conclusion 

The writer believes that female writers have crossed the bars which were set earlier to express their views, themes, characters, 

ideas, feelings, emotions etc. They drafted their own combination to be more expressive and accurate in the readers’ eyes. We can 

easily check the daring nature, the complicated techniques, unconventional methods were oftenly accepted by these female 

writers which not only brought the vicissitudes in English Literature as well as persuaded the other male writers to see beyond of 

the conventional techniques.  
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